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Millions, Billions, and Trillions 

Directions:  Answer the following questions based on the information given above. 

1. How much money will fit in this room? 
2. How far would we have to extend the room to hold the national debt, approximately $18 

trillion? 
Connections to CCSM 

• SMP 1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

• SMP 4 Model with mathematics. 

• (Geometric Measurement and Dimension)  Explain volume formulas and use them to solve problems  
1. Give an informal argument for the formulas for the circumference of a circle, area of a circle, 
volume of a cylinder, pyramid, and cones… 

• (Gr. 8 Geometry) Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, 
and spheres.  
9. Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and use them to solve real-
world and mathematical problems. 
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Solutions & teaching notes 

Any size room can be used for this investigation.  Start by playing audio clips that make reference to 
millions, billions, and trillions, a sample of examples are included in the references below.  Ask students 
to take guess at the answers before working through the computations. 

1. The height of the room is 8 ft or 96 in.  With 232 bills per inch there will be 232 bills per in * 96 in = 
22,272 bills in a stack.  Orient the bills so the longer dimension lines up with the longer dimension of 
the room.  Along this dimension, 33 ft = 386 in, 386in ÷ 6.14 in per bill ≈ 62 bills.  Along the 
narrower dimension, 24 ft = 288 in, 288 in ÷ 2.61 in per bill ≈ 110 bills.  Thus to cover the floor 62 * 
110 = 6820 bills, or 6820 stacks to fill the room.  Since each stack has 22,272 bills the room contains 
6820 * 22,272 = 151,895,040 bills.  At $20 per bill the room holds 151,895,040 * $20 = 
$3,037,900,800.  The room holds over $3 billion dollars. 

2. Since each room holds $3,037,900,800 we will need $18,000,000,000,000 ÷ $3,037,900,800 ≈ 5925 
rooms.  Since each room is 33 ft long, one long room would need to be 5925 * 33 ft = 195,525 ft long 
or equivalently 195,525 ÷ 5280 ≈ 37.03 miles long. 

Follow up by figuring a location that is about 37 miles away and show students how long this is on a map.  
Remind the students that about two stacks in the corner is $1 million and that 1 room bolds over $3 
billion. 
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Eat Your Veggies! Even The Ones From Fukushima 
by Poncie Rutsch, NPR.org 

March 5, 2015 
(http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2015/03/05/390937138/eat-your-veggies-even-the-ones-from-fukushima) 

 

Nearly four years after the Fukushima nuclear disaster, people in Japan are still hesitant to eat foods grown 
around the site of the accident. They worry that anything grown in the region will contain dangerous levels of 
radioactive elements, increasing their risk of cancer. 

Sometimes, food from Fukushima will bear a photo of the farmer who grew it or a number to dial to learn more 
about each bag of rice or vegetables, just to ease customers' concerns. 

Now there might be one more way to make customers feel confident that they aren't munching on a radioactive 
dinner. It's a chemical called CsTolen A, for Cesium Tolerance Enhancer. 

Radioactive cesium is one of the biggest concerns following nuclear disasters. It takes a long time to decay — 
as much as 20 years for half of the cesium in the soil to disappear. And it dissolves in water, so plants draw it 
out of the soil just as they would nutrients. CsTolen A aims to block this uptake. 

"The CsTolen A binds to cesium in the soil," explains Ryoung Shin, a professor at the Riken Plant Science 
Center in Tokyo. In a study published this week in the journal Scientific Reports, Shin and her colleagues report 
that this binding prevents the cesium from entering the plant. 

So far, the chemical has only been tested in the lab on the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana — not on any field 
crops. Shin and her collaborators identified the cesium-blocking chemical from a library of commercially 
available compounds. After screening for the best cesium-blocking contenders, they chose five and added them 
to the water they used on the plant, the soil around the plant, the seeds, and the plant itself. 

Then they tested the plant tissue for cesium accumulation. They found that the only radioactive cesium they 
could detect in the plants was normal, from background levels present in the atmosphere. 

The study was conducted in a plant that doesn't produce food, but the researchers are confident that the 
chemical will work on other kinds of plants, too. Because the chemical does its job before it enters the plant, 
Shin says it shouldn't matter what kind of plant is growing in the soil. Plus, CsTolen A is available commercially, 
meaning that it is relatively easy to get and distribute. 

Of course, Shin notes, it's still too early to start applying this chemical to the fields around Fukushima. There 
are many layers of government regulation standing between Fukushima farmers and CsTolen A. And 
researchers aren't 100 percent sure that the chemical has no impact on human health, because they haven't 
tested it on people yet. But Shin says it looks promising: Since CsTolen A should stay in the soil and never 
enter the plant, it should never enter the human body, either. 

Even now, there are still farmers who haven't returned to their land because many areas around Fukushima 
remain restricted. After prohibiting anyone from entering a radius of about 12 miles from the plant, the 
government started to let residents back in last spring. Shin hopes that in the future, CsTolen A will help get 
more people within the restricted zone back on their land and back to farming. 

As for Fukushima foods grown outside that circle of concern, extensive testing shows they're just fine to eat, a 
group of researchers reported last week. 

The researchers analyzed 900,000 food samples, including tea, beef, fruits, mushrooms, and vegetables grown 
and raised in the Fukushima region from 2011 to 2014. Their testing revealed that radiation in these foods had 
returned to pre-accident levels. Even so, consumers are still shying away from foods with the Fukushima label. 

Shin says it's too bad, because the produce from the region is very high quality and tasty. 

"Fukushima used to be a very famous place for agricultural products," she says. "There is plenty of produce, but 
people don't want [it]." 
 
Rutsch, P.  (2015, March 5).  Eat Your Veggies! Even The Ones From Fukushima.  Retrieved 
from http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2015/03/05/390937138/eat-your-veggies-even-the-ones-
from-fukushima.
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Directions:  Please read the article on the previous page and use it to answer the questions that follow. 

1. According to the article, why is cesium in soil a problem? 

According to the US Environmental protection agency1, the half-life of cesium-137 is 30 years.  [Cesium-
137 is the isotope of cesium being referred to in the article.]  The level radioactivity of an isotope is 
measured in units called becquerel (symbol Bq). Blomberg.com2 reported that the prescribed safe limit in 
Japan for radioactive cesium-137 in vegetables is 500 Bq/kg.  Additionally Bloomberg.com reported a 
sample of sample of spinach collected from Hitachi, 60 miles south of Fukushima, contained 1,931 Bq/kg 
of cesium-137. 
To understand these issues better the following questions will lead to the derivation of a formula to 
predict the level of radioactivity as a function of the number of half-lives, and a second formula to predict 
the radioactive level as a function to time. 

2. The table shows the radioactivity level if there are 2 Bq initially, and generically A0 Bq initially, after 
0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 half-lives.  Find the missing values and complete the table. 

# of half-lives Radioactivity of  
Cesium (Bq) 

Radioactivity of 
Cesium (Bq) 

0 2 A0 

1   

2   

3   

4   

3. Find a formula that can be used to determine radioactive level of cesium-137 after n half-lives for the 
case when the level is A0 Bq initially.  To find a formula look for patterns in the values you found in 
the table and try to generalize them. 

4. Find a formula that can be used to determine the radioactive level of cesium-137 after n half-lives for 
the case when it is 2 Bq initially.  Compute the level that will remain after n = 6 half-lives (180 
years). 

5. Use the formula you found to find the radioactive level of cesium-137 after 10 years, 17 years, and 79 
years. When the initial amount 100 BQ  Show your work. 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!http://www.epa.gov/radiation/radionuclides/cesium.html!
2!http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2011;03;21/japan;sets;safe;limits;for;consuming;radiation;
contaminated;food;table;!
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6. Write a formula that can be used to compute the radioactive level of cesium-137 if the independent 
variable is t, time in years.  Explain why your new formula works.   

7. How many years should it take for the level of radioactive cesium-137 for spinach in Hitachi to drop 
below the accepted level?  Explain how you arrived at your answer. 

8. According to the Huffington Post3, the level of cesium-137 in a fence outside the reactor measured 
830 Bq/liter and the regulatory limit for humans is 90 Bq/liter.  How long will it take for this level to 
reduce so as to be safe for humans? 

9. The graph to the right shows A over an 
interval but the x-axis is not labeled.  Can 
the x-axis represent n, t, both, or neither?  
Explain your reasoning. 

10. The table and graph below show the decay of cesium-137 with 120 Bq over an 120-year period.  The 
incomplete table shows 30-year time intervals.  For each interval compute the average change in the 
radioactive level of cesium per year over the 30-year period.  Notice how the average is different for 
each period.  How do these values explain the shape of the graph?  Explain. 

 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/10/radiation;fukushima;high_n_4075066.html!

Years radioactive level 
of cesium (Bq) 

0 120 

30 60 

60 30 

90 15 

120 7.5 

Years Average change 
per year (Bq/yr) 

0 - 20  

20 - 40  

40 - 60  

60 - 80  

0!
1!
2!
3!
4!
5!
6!
7!
8!

A(t) 
Cesium  

(Bq) 

''''''''''''''''''''Decay'of'cesium'
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Connections to CCSM 
• SMP 1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

• SMP 4 Model with mathematics. 

• SMP 5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 

• (Functions - Interpreting Functions) Understand the concept of a function and use function 
notation  
1. Understand that a function from one set (called the domain) to another set (called the range) 
assigns to each element of the domain exactly one element of the range. If f is a function and x is an 
element of its domain, then f(x) denotes the output of f corresponding to the input x. The graph of f is 
the graph of the equation y = f(x). 

• (Functions - Interpreting Functions) Interpret functions that arise in applications in terms of the 
context  
6. Calculate and interpret the average rate of change of a function (presented symbolically or as a 
table) over a specified interval. Estimate the rate of change from a graph. 

• (Functions - building functions)  Build a function that models a relationship between two quantities 
1. Write a function that describes a relationship between two quantities.  
a. Determine an explicit expression, a recursive process, or steps for calculation from a context. 

 
Solutions & teaching notes 

 
1. Two primary reasons are it is radioactive and thus causes cancer, and it has a half-life of roughly 20 

years.  [Note the article incorrectly reports the half-life of cesium-137 as 20 years instead of 30.] 
2.  

# of half-lives Radioactivity of  
Cesium (Bq) 

Radioactivity of  
Cesium (Bq) 

0 2 A0 

1 1 !!
2  

2 0.5 !!
4  

3 0.25 !!
8  

4 0.125 !!
16 

3. Teaching note:  The pattern is more easily seen in the case when the initial amount is variable, A0.  
Students must recognize that in each step they multiply by ½ and that in the nth step they have 
multiplied by ½ n times. 

! ! = !!
1
2

!
 

4. ! ! = 2 !
!
!
= !

!
!!!

= 2!!! 

! 6 = 2 1
2

!
= 1

2
!
= 2!! = 1

16 = 0.0625!Bq 
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5. Let n = !!, 
!"
!", and !"!". 

 ! !
! = 100 !

!

!
! = 79.4!Bq 

 ! !"
!" = 100 !

!

!"
!" = 67.51!Bq!

 ! !"
!" = 100 !

!

!"
!" = 16.1!Bq 

6. Teaching note:  This problem is a generalization of the previous one; one hint could be to look back at 
that problem. 

! ! = !!
1
2

!
!"

 

7. Using a calculator students can find the solution of 500 = 1931 !
!

!
!", t ≈ 58.5 years. 

8. 90 = 830 !
!

!
!", t ≈ 96.2 years. 

9. The axes can represent n, the number of half-lives, or t, the number of years.  In the former case the 
first tick mark after 0 is 1 corresponding to the first half-life.  Notice the value of A(t) is halved form 
0 to 1.  In the later the first tick mark would be 30 years. 

10. Teaching note:  The goal of this problem is to have students think about how change impacts the 
shape of a graph making connections between the table and the graph. 

The magnitude of change decreases causing the graph to flatten out. 

 
Years Average change 

per year (Bq/yr) 

0 - 30 2 

30 -60 1 

60 - 90 0.5 

90 - 120 0.25 
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Misrepresenting data with circles 

 

This advertisement appeared in National Geographic in May 2011 on p. 9. 
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Directions:  Use the advertisement on the previous page and to answer the questions that follow. 

1. Graphs give a visual means to compare numerical quantities.  In this graph what quantities 
are being compared? 

2. What conclusion does the advertiser want you to reach? 
3. How many times bigger is the Nissan Leaf’s miles per dollar than the Mini Cooper S?  How 

do you know this? 
4. Chances are you answered the previous question by comparing the values you found along 

the horizontal axis for these two vehicles.  This can be visualized on the graph as comparing 
the length of two line segments.  Another way is to compare the Nissan Leaf and the Mini 
Cooper S is to compare the area of the semi-circles used in the graph to represent each car’s 
performance.  Without performing any calculations, do you believe the Leaf’s miles per 
dollar be bigger by the same factor as you found in problem 3?  Why or why not? 

5. Armed with your hypothesis from problem 4), compare the miles traveled per dollar for the 
Leaf and Mini Cooper S using the areas of the corresponding semi-circles in the ad.  How 
many times bigger is the Nissan Leaf’s semi-circle than the mini cooper S? 

6. In questions 3 and 5 you made comparisons of the miles traveled per dollar for the Leaf and 
the Mini Cooper S.  Why are the different?   

7. What are the implications of your results for interpretations of the data presented? 
 

Connections to CCSM 

• SMP 2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

• SMP 3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

• (Algebra - Creating Equations)  Create equations that describe numbers or relationships 
1. Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use them to solve problems. Include 
equations arising from linear and quadratic functions, and simple rational and exponential 
functions. 

• (Functions - Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential Models)  Construct and compare linear, 
quadratic, and exponential models and solve problems 
3. Observe using graphs and tables that a quantity increasing exponentially eventually 
exceeds a quantity increasing linearly, quadratically, or (more generally) as a polynomial 
function. 

• (Functions - Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential Models)  Construct and compare linear, 
quadratic, and exponential models and solve problems 
3. Observe using graphs and tables that a quantity increasing exponentially eventually 
exceeds a quantity increasing linearly, quadratically, or (more generally) as a polynomial 
function. 
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Solutions & teaching notes 
 

1. In the graph, the quantities being compared are the average miles traveled per dollar for 
different cars [mpd]. 

 
2. The advertiser wants you to conclude that the Nissan Leaf’s mpd is much greater than those 

to which it is compared. 
 

3. The Nissan’s Leaf travels 2.5 times as many mpd as the Mini Cooper S on average: 
25 mpd/10 mpd = 2.5 

 
4. Answers will vary.  One likely answer is that the Leaf’s mpd will be bigger by the same 

factor because the lengths (of the diameters) stay the same.  Another possibility is that the 
Leaf’s mpd will be bigger by a factor greater than 2.5 because the semi-circle for the Leaf 
appears visually to be several times larger than the semi-circle for the Mini Cooper S. 
 

5. The Nissan’s Leaf is 6.25 times larger than the Mini-Cooper S: 

For the Leaf, with diameter 25 units:  ! = !
!! 12.5 ! = 78.125! units2 

For the Mini Cooper S, with diameter 10 units:  ! = !
!! 5 ! = 12.5! units2 

Comparing the size of the semicircles: the Leaf is 78.125π/12.5π = 6.25 times larger. 

 
6. In question 5 the lengths of the radii are squared.  To see the effect notice that if the radius of 

a circle is tripled the new circle is 3! = 9 times bigger than the original.  In this example, the 
radius for the Leaf is 2.5 times bigger so the area of the corresponding semi-circle is 
2.5 ! = 6.25!times!bigger. 

 
7. The semi-circles misrepresent the relationship between the mpd of the Leaf and the mpd of 

the Mini Cooper S making it look visually 2.5 times bigger than it actually is. 
 

This activity has been accepted to appear in the Media Clips department of Mathematics 
Teacher. 
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Granite Geek:  No Two Snowflakes Are Alike, And 
Here’s The Math To Prove It 

by Brady Carlson, NHPR.org 
February 24, 2015 

(http://nhpr.org/post/granite-geek-no-two-snowflakes-are-alike-and-heres-math-prove-it) 

 
…What a couple researchers did was they calculated all the ways that a snowflake can 
grow …they conclude that the number of possible snowflake shapes is 10 raised to the 
10 raised to the 13 power, which is a one followed by 10 trillion zeroes - a number so 
much larger than any conceivable anything that could exist in the entire universe 
combined that you just can't even begin to think about it.  They then tried to estimate 
how many total snowflakes have fallen in the history of the world, and they came to the 
conclusion that only - and I love the word only - 10 to the 40th power, so a one followed 
by 40 zeroes.  …Now 10 to the 40th power is, again, a number so staggeringly 
monstrous that nothing humans or the entire solar system would ever encompass a 
number that large. But despite that fact, 10 to the 40th is so much smaller than 10 to the 
10th to the 13th power that they conclude that the odds of any two snowflakes having 
been formed exactly the same are zero.  So, therefore, yes: each snowflake is unique. 
 
Directions:  Please read the article above and use it to answer the questions that follow. 

1. The article states that “10 raised to the 10 raised to the 13 power…is a one followed by 10 
trillion zeroes.”  Explain why this is true. 

2. How is the probability that two snowflakes are the same determined? 

3. The probability that two snow flakes are the same is not exactly 0, what is it? 

4. The author tries to express how large 10 to the 40th power is.  To get a sense of how big, 
suppose the earth is a sphere we could fill with sand, how many grains of sand would fit?  
(Assume the diameter of the earth is 12,756 km, the diameter of a grain of sand is 0.5 mm, 
and the sand fills the earth completely.) 

5. How does your answer from 4 compare with the “staggeringly monstrous” 10 to the 40th? 
 

Connections to CCSM 

• SMP 2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

• SMP 3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

• (Number and Quantity - The Real Number System)  Extend the properties of exponents to rational 
exponents. 
2. Rewrite expressions involving radicals and rational exponents using the properties of exponents. 
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Solutions & teaching notes 

1. 10 raised to the nth power is equivalent to 1 with n zeroes after it.  
10!" = 10,000,000,000,000 = 10 trillion and so 10!"!" = 10!",!!!,!!!,!!!,!!! which is 1 
with 10 trillion zeroes after it. 

2. P(two snowflakes are the same) = !"#$%&!!"!!"#$%&'()!!!!!"!!!"#!!"##!"!!"!!!!!!!"#$%&!!"!!!!!!"#$%!"#$%&!!"!!"##$%&'!!"#$%&'()!!!!"#$  
Note this assumes that all the possible shapes are equally likely and occur at random.  For 
more information see the article referenced in the story. 

3. P(two snowflakes are the same) = !"
!"

!"!"!" = !
!" !"!"!!"  ≈ !

!"!"!" 

4. !!"#$%!!"!!"#$ = ! !
! ! !.!

! !!
!
= 6.545×10!!!!!! !× ! !!!

!"!!!
!
= 6.545×10!!!!!! 

!!"#$! = !
4
3 ! 12,576

2 !"
!
= 1.041×10!"!!"! !× ! 1000!1!"

!
= !1.041×10!"!!! 

The number of grains of sand needed is 

!!"#$!
!!"#$%!!"!!"#$

= ! 1.041×10
!"!!!

6.545×10!!!!!! = 0.1591×10!"

= !1.591×10!"!!"#$%&!!"!!"#$!!"!!"##!!ℎ!!!"#$ℎ 

5. 10!" is !"!"
!.!"#×!"!" = 6.2×10! = 620,000,000 times greater than the number of grains of sand 

needed to fill the earth.  In other words, 620,000,000 earths filled with sand are needed to 
have 10!" grains of sand. 
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 Is $87 billion a “drop in the bucket”? 
 
In class we listened to the audio clip “Perspective: Iraq Funding Request” from NPR’s Morning 
Edition on October 1, 2003 .  If you want to find it on the web it is at: 
 

http://www.npr.org/templates/rundowns/rundown.php?prgId=3&prgDate=10-1-2003 
 
Early in the clip the announcer, Bob Edwards, says "...Hard to visualize what 87 billion dollars 
really means” and the interviewee Kevin Hassett says “[87 Billion dollars is a] drop in the bucket 
in the federal budget. It’s a small amount of money really relative to the amount of money that 
this country generates.”   
 
 
Directions:  Your task is to answer the question, is it fair to compare $87 billion as a portion of 
the federal budget with a drop in a bucket?  Give a thorough explanation for your answer; be sure 
it is supported by appropriate mathematics. 
 
Relevant information: 

• According to the OMB [Office of Management and Budget] the for 
the fiscal year 2004 was $2,140,000,000,000 or $2.140 trillion 
dollars 1 

• Using a small dropper I found 110 drops in a teaspoon. 

• Assume your bucket is a standard 5 gallon bucket. 
  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!http://w3.access.gpo.gov/usbudget/fy2004/budget.html!
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For homework: 
The following clip aired NPR’s Morning Edition on May 2, 20132: 

 
RENEE MONTAGNE, HOST: Our last word in business today, is austerity at the French presidential 

palace.  President François Aland has already enacted several cost-
cutting measures since being elected last year. 

DAVID GREENE, HOST: He’s cut a fleet of presidential and government 
cars and reduced ministerial salaries, and now 
he’s raiding the wine cellars for which the 
presidential palace is famous. 

MONTAGNE The palace will auction off 1,200 bottles of its 
finest wines – some worth more than $3,000. It 
hopes to raise over $300,000. The proceeds 
will be reinvested in more modest wines for the 
presidential cellar. Clearly no self-respecting 
French president would have an empty wine 
cellar. 

GREENE: That would never happen. After buying those 
cheaper wines, the money left over will go to 
the state budget. For the first two months of this 
year, France’s budget deficit was $35 billion, so 
whatever money is saved with this wine 
decision, it’ll really just be a drop in the bucket. 

 That’s the business news on MORNING 
EDITION from NPR News. I’m David Greene. 

MONTAGNE: And I’m Renee Montagne. 

Directions:  Determine whether or not this comparison with a drop in the bucket is a fair one. 

Connections to CCSM 

• SMP 1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

• SMP 2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.  

• SMP 3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 

• SMP 4 Model with mathematics. 

• SMP 5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 

Solutions & teaching notes 

For a discussion of solutions to this problem see the attached article: 

Donovan, J.E., II.  (2006).  Making Math Real Effectively:  Two Examples Based on Current 
Events and Research-Based Advice on Using Them.  New York State Mathematics Teachers’ 
Journal, 56(3), 120-123, 126. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!http://www.npr.org/2013/05/02/180491240/the-last-word-in-business!
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The above ad the appeared in the Bangor Daily News on February 7, 2003.  Notice that two 
prices are given for the carpet.  Which of these prices is the better buy?  Why?  Give an 
explanation for your answer.   
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Retirement Planning 
The advertisement below appeared in the March 15, 2004 issue of Newsweek.   

1. Use Excel to verify the results of the 
hypothetical examples given. 

2. In Excel, create a bar graph similar to the 
one shown in the ad.  

3. An annuity is an investment account into 
which regular periodic contributions are 
made.  If you invest P dollars at the 
beginning of each year and earn an annual 
rate of i at the end of each year, at the end of 
t years you will have A(t) where 

!!
A t( ) = P × 1+ i( )t − 1+ i( )
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4. Verify the numbers in the Fidelity 
advertisement using this formula. 

5. If someone started at age 20 and saved 
$3000/year under the assumptions here, how 
much would they have when they retired at 
age 70? 

6. Derive this formula.  (Hint:  Write out the 
first few terms of the calculation from the 
spreadsheet and look for patterns 

Note:  If the compounding takes place n times 
per year A(t) is 
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Consider the following scenario: 

Two friends, Cole and Bryn, are both about to celebrate their 25th birthdays.  Sitting around one cold 
winter day talking over a cup of coffee Bryn started to talk about retirement, “When I retire I am going to 
spend all my days sitting on a beach in Florida.”  “Yeah right,” Cole said, “you will never have enough 
money to afford such a lifestyle.”  Bryn returned, “Yes I will, I have a plan to save and I am going to 
start on my 25th birthday.  For my 25th birthday I am going to deposit $2000 in an IRA.  I am going to 
continue to do this for my next 9 birthdays, 10 total, and that will be all I need for retirement.”  Cole 
replied, “I too have been thinking about retirement although my plan is a little different than yours.  In 
fact, I think my plan will give me more money to retire with.”  “Maybe, maybe not,” Bryn replied, “what is 
your plan?”  “Well, I am tired of being poor.  I finally have a decent job and I can afford to put away 
$2000 per year now but I am going to wait for 10 years to start, I am going to start on my 35th birthday.  
For the next 10 years I am going to see the world.  Each year I am going to use the $2000 to take a trip 
abroad.  From age 35 to 59 I will save $2000 a year and when we turn 60 I will have more money 
saved than you.”   

7. Assume Cole and Bryn each earn a constant interest rate for the life of their investments and that the 
interest compounded annually.   Describe the conditions for which Cole’s total will exceed Bryn’s. 



Donovan, J.E., II.  (2006).  Making Math Real Effectively:  Two 
Examples Based on Current Events and Research-Based Advice 
on Using Them.  New York State Mathematics Teachers’ 
Journal, 56(3), 120-123, 126.










